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Abstract
В Г | > — list Theory of String In the Four-DiMttslonal Space-Tlnte:
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The Lorents invariant quantum theory of « r i n g 1« constructed in four-

dlMaaloaal spaea-tla». Ш11к« the traditional approach whose result «as
breaking of Lorenti lavariance, our method i s based on the usage of other
variables for description of string configurations. The aethod of an auxi-
liary spectral problem for periodic potentials i s the smln tool In const-
ruction of these new variables.

Проаысо Г.П. Кваатоеаа теория струш » чпырехмерном пространств» времени;
Преорент ИФВЭ вв-42. - Серлухо», I9B8. - IS с бвблвогр.: 12 назв.

В работе построем релмтшнотси шшарнанмаа кмнтоиа теория струны в
четырехмерном прострамстве. Олапаа дшюго подхода от традшшоаного рассмотре-
шя, прявояшмго к жарушешпо релвтямстской яаааршавтностя состоят в яспольэо-
ваявя других переменных, олвоышипият мифигдииг» струны, Для построекяя этих

нспоямуется метод вспомогательно* спектрально! задачи для перио-

> Институт фвэпси высоких энергий, 1866



The study of relativistic string theory was initiated
by the work of Nambu/*/. Shortly after the construction
of classical string mechanics if was ascertained that the
selfconsistent relativistic - invariant quantum mechanics
of string is absent in the space with physical number of
dimensions. Since then the interest to the string someti-
mes weakened and sometimes became stronger, various gene-
ralizations of the Nambu string were proposed, but its ma-
jor shortcoming,i.e. the absence of relativistic invari-
ance in four-dimensional spacetime, moved from one model
version into another.

The formal source of relativistic invariance breaking
is the noncovariant method of gauge fixed used by all the
authors without exception. The fact is that the string
theory is a gauge one, with the group being formed in this
case by the transformation of parameters specifying the co-
ordinates on the world surface of string. The gauge inva-
riance of the theory, if put in the Hamiltonian language,
means the presence of constraints, being in this case first-
kind constraints. Quantization can be performed in two
ways' '. The former is going over to independent variab-
les with gauge fixing being necessary.

Once the gauge condition is chosen, it is necessary to
introduce independent coordinates on the phase surface de-
termined by constraints and gauges and find the Poisson
brackets according to the routine technique/^/. Since the
introduction of independent coordinates is ambiguous there
appears arbitrariness, which does not affect the classical
theory but manifests itself in the quantization procedure.
There is nothing paradoxical in the fact that some quanti-
zation method may break the symmetry which was available
on the classical theory. So, the question is how to con-
struct the quantization, concerning the symmetry we need.

With the latter quantization procedure used, the const-
raints are determined in the extended Hilbert space and



are treated as the operators annihilating the physical

state vectors. However, the conditions imposed on the phy-

sical vectors prove to be contradictory, i.e. the quantum

algebra of reparametrization group contains anomalies due

to a special choice of variables, in whose terms quantiza-

tion is performed. This situation gave rise to suspicions

that parametric and Lorentz invariances are incompatible.

In the present talk, we shall construct such a set of

variables describing the string, in whose terms quantiza-

tion will not destroy relativistic invariance. The essence

of all the considerations rest upon classical string theory.

The basis of the construction of correct, as we think them

to be, variables is the method of auxiliary spectral prob-

lem, or, putting it more precisely,its dynamic meaning revea-

led in the paper of Zakharov and Faddeev/4/.In doing so,we

apply widely the version of the method of spectral problem

for periodic potentials, which has been developed in the

paper of Novikov, Matveev, Dubrovin and Its/5/. The shor-

tage of time and space does not allow to go into the de-

tails of this theory little known to the common physics

community.

A more detailed presentation of this work can be found

in author's earlier preprints/^,7,8/.

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

AND TRADITIONAL APPROACH TO ITS SOLUTION

Classical relativistic string is described by the set

of functions of two arguments о and т

satisfying the conditions

(x(tr, т )-x(cr«, r ) )
2
^ о

(x(<r, г)-к(а, г'))
2
 > 0.

Parameter r describes the string evolution and a marks its

points. For an open string to be treated in the present

note, it is traditional to consider that 0 4<r<-n. Fol-

lowing papers/
1
»2/

f
 the action for the string is put down

(1)



Here the dot and prime denote the derivatives with respect
to т and a, respectively. The multiplier 1/2 it a 'in (1) has
the dimension of mass squared. To simplify the formulas,
we will put 2(ra'=].

Action (1) is parametric-invariant, i.e. independent
of a specific choice of <r and r. This invariance leads,in
particular, to vanishing the canonical Hamiltonian and its
role in the string theory is well known.

Defining the canonical momenta pAtr, r) by the relati-
onship

P (or, Г>= ~

ft

(o, Г>

ft Sx^a, r)

it is easy to make sure that the combinations

L= |(p+x')
2
, L= |(p-x')

2
 (2)

vanish. The reason for these constraints to exist is just
the parametric invariance of action (1). The boundary con
ditions on the dynamic variables of an open string have
the following form

V\.{, O 0 ,
V- for a= о, п . (3)

x^(a, r)=o,

Odd, 2aperiodic functions of <r apparently satisfy these
conditions. So, if we define x (tr, г ) and р„(а, г) for all
the values of a as periodic and even functions, we will
automatically satisfy boundary conditions (3). The Poisson
brackets corresponding to (3) or what is the same, with
the continuations of x^and p^have the form

ix̂ (tr, r),
 Pj/
(cr', г) =г^„(Л (<r-<r')+ A

Неге Л is the 5-function on a circle:

n=-°°
Then, following ref.^®^, one can introduce the functions

a
(<г, О + /de"pfff', г ),

I* f о **

which will accomodate all the dynamic variables because
its even part coincides with x^(^, r) and the even one of
its derivative with respect to <*, with PpC, O . The pair
of constraints L and Ti((2) on the interval [О,"

1
] is equiva

lent to one constraint on the whole interval,



L= ̂ Q
1
 V , r )• (4)

The Poisson brackets for Q»(c, r ) have the form

lQ,f<r, О , Q^cr
1
, O l = -2g^(tr- a

1
), (5)

where

Constraints (4) are in involution with respect to bracket
(6). As is mentioned above, the canonical Hamiltonian of
the string vanishes and, its role according to the Dirac
theory is played by a linear combination of the constraints.
In our case, this constraints is an element of the algebra
of the reparametrization group:

" .2
H(r)= /d«rf(a, г )Q {a, r ),

-n

where f(ff, г ) is an arbitrary periodic function a determi-
ning the parametrization of the world surface. The gene-
ral solution to the equations of motion'^' has the follo-
wing form:

<У*, О=З
р
Ш<г, г)),

where <$„( о) are the initial data and F(a, r) is determined

by f(<7, r). F(tr, T) is monotonous in a, though

A weak involutoriness of constraints guarantees their
fulfilment at all the instants of time providing these are
fulfilled for the initial data.

The generators of the Foincare group are obtained in a

conventional way with the help of Noether theorem and have

the following form:

о *
 2

O

n

и 1 1
 \

( l l / v l l
- n ) ] . (6)

The pseudovector of Pauli-Liubansky can be constructed
from the generators P^ and M ^

w
 = € P M



and the spin tensor for the states with P2^ 0,

g - JLe vpMir
V ~ p2

£W • W'

A traditional approach to quantum theory lies in the
gauge fixing and quantization of the independent variab-
les. In our notations, this process looks as follows.Gauge
conditions of the type

nq(a)-tr~ = 0 (7)

fixing completely the gauge freedom are added to constra-
ints (4). The constant vector n appeared in (7) is chosen
to be lightlike n2=0. Then with the usual procedure we ob-
tain the Dirac brackets with the help of (4) and (7) after
that all the quantities of our theory have to be expressed
through independent variables. These variables are P+=Pn,

vf, X_ = — /d<rQ(er)n and Q^(^), where n is another light-

like vector such that n U=l, P^, Q^(<r) are the projections
of PJJ and Qfi(<O on the directions orthogonal to n and n.

In the classical theory, a transition to independent
variables does not bring any unpleasentnesses because the
algebra of all the integrals of motion, in particular,that
of Poincare group, remains to be the same as it was prior
the gauge fixing. However, quantization brings about the
known problem of ordering the operators, for example, when
determining the quantum analogous for quantities P_ and IL^
The only method of normal ordering discussed in the lite-
rature, results in the fact that the algebra of Poincare
group turns out to be closed in the 26-dimensional space
only'2/. As a matter of fact, there is nothing strange
about it. The construction of quantum theory by its clas-
sical analogue is well known to be ambiguous. The quantum
algebra of observables and their spectrum depends on a
choice of phase space coordinates, in whose terms the qu-
antization postulate is written, and on the ordering of
operators. The choice of a specific quantization method is
determined by physics principles, or, putting it more pre-
cisely, by the experiment. If we know from the experiment
that the spectrum of a hydrogen atom is classified by the
representations of the group of rotations, then we should
construct the quantum theory involving a Hamiltonian in-
variant with respect to rotations. If we want to have a
relativistic - invariant string theory in the four-dimen-
sional space we should quantize it accordingly.
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To explain the meaning of the last point in a more de-
tail let us rewrite the generators of Lorentz rotations
in a somewhat different form and introduce "internal and
"external" string variables. As "external" variables desc-
ribing motion of the string as a whole we take the total
momentum Р„ and averaged coordinate Хц

v
 ^v

" — n 2P

The internal degrees of freedom will be described by the
vector a sQ' . In this case it will be more convenient to
consider the projections of this vector on a tetrada con-
nected with the total momentum e°, e* rather than its Car-
tesian components:

> V
0
 **•

The set of variables Q̂ C**) is completely equivalent to that
of (X

p
 Pp, a^ff), a

o
(*)), where

a
o<

a
> =o i

It is easy to show' ' that the tensor M is rewritten in
these variables in the form

In this case S
uu
 is expressed via a.(o) only and, by its

definition has projections only on the space components
of the tetrada:

V
= €ijkSk-

Then from the variables Х„ having the nonzero Poisson brac-
kets

S
uv

P
 /6/

One can construct the coordinates Z

where



These coordinates are such that

^ S
±
j = 0.

Here each item contains the product of quantities having

vanishing Polsson brackets. If the algebra with respect

to .Poisson brackets of all the quantities contained in (9)

gets transformed into that of commutation relations, when

going over to quantum theory, then with the trivial orde-

ring in. M the quantum algebra of Poincare group will

apparently coincide with the classical one. In this case,

a trivial ordering of U^
v
 is a simple replacement of all

the quantities of (9) by operators.

In order to guarantee the conservation of classical

algebra of all the quantities in (9) after quantization

it is sufficient that all of them should be the basic va-

riables not expressed via other?,that is we should come

over from the set (Z^, P^, a
±
(a), a

o
(er)),to (Z , P^S...)

where the dots stand for all the remaining variables.When

going over to a new set of variables the initial simplec-

tic structure should be conserved, i.e. the Poisson brac-

kets for the new set are induced by the initial bracket

(5) which has the following form for aj,(6)

( а ^ С а ^ а ^ а ' Н а - г в ^ дЧ<т-а*)- (10)

Constraints (4) are written in new variables as follows:

2. AUXILIARY SPECTRAL PROBLEM

To realize the programme outlined in the previous Sec-

tion, let us consider the spectral problem/
6
/

^ z ) . (12)

-»
Here z is the spectral parameter, о are the Pauli matrices,

¥((r, z) is a two-component spinor and a (a) is a periodic
function describing the internal degrees of freedom ot the
string. In this case, in virtue of (6) and (8)

7
—n



The problem (12) realizes the mapping of the whole space
of admissible configurations of the string "3(00 into that
of spectral data.

Let us briefly dwell on the properties of problem (12).
First of all, it is necessary to introduce two impor-
tant objects. One of them is the raonodromi matrix or the
translation matrix over the period

^ (13)

which realizes the mapping

T
The elements of the monodromi matrix are convenient to be
written using the following notations

T £
 ?7(

Because a (a) being real and periodic, this suggests that

T2(z)+T2(«r,z)=l,
о

T*(z*)=<r (z),
о о

T (z )=T(z).

Then using the equations of string motion, one can prove

that the trace of the monodromi matrix is the integral of

motion invariant with respect to Poincare group. The cano-

nical bracket (10) leads to

O

The representation (13) suggests the absence of singulari-

ties of T £ + "(Z) in any finite section of plane z, i.e.
the elements of the monodromi matrix are entire functions
of z. One may show/6/, that the vector T(<r, z) is presen-
ted in the form

T(a,z)= 0(z)t(<7,z), (14)
where ф(г) is an entire function of z independent of a
and t(«r, z) is a periodic function of a satisfying the equa-

tion _ .•

€'{o,z)= -za*t(a,z). (15)
-• -»

For an arbitrary configuration of a(a), vector t(',z) is
an entire function of the spectral parameter. Yet, there
exist such configurations for which t(<r,z) becoaes a poly-
nomial in z of degree N. Such configurations of the string

8



will be referred to as finite-zone ones. By virtue of (15),
the square of vector tT(a, z) is independent on о and is a
polynomial of degree 2N for an N-zone configuration

t
2
(<r,z)= П (z-A).

a=l
 a

The zeros of this polynomial \
&
 form the principle spec-

trum of problem (12). One may show'**' that functions T
o
(z)

and <£(z) in formula (14) are determined completely provi-
ded the principle spectrum is specified.

Another important object in the study of the spectral
properties of problem (12) is the Block functions 4l-X<r,
ao,z), whose role is similar to that of the Jost functions
in the problem of scattering. The Block functions are the
solutions to system (12) simultaneously being the eigen-
vectors of the monodromi matrix

V

The function p(z) is typically referred to as a quasimo-
mentum. The CTQ dependence of 4r±(a,<rOfz) arises by virtue
of the normalization

The analytical properties of the Block functions of z are
as follows. On the surface Г, specified by the equation

y
2
=t

2
(a,z), (16)

^ г , a
o
,z) are the meromorphic functions having the poles

in points (y.(«
o
),6i)

f
 where y

A
( or ) are the zeros of

t (
z
>

t_(a
o
,z)=t

i
(a

>
,z)-it

2
(a

o
,z)

and E '. is the sheet number of Г. For an N-zone configura-
tion, the Block functions apparently have N poles. The**
constitute a supplementary spectrum of problem (12). It
has been shown in the works of Dubrovin, Novikov, Matve-
ev'

5
^ with the auxiliary problems for the Korteveg-de Vri*-

es and nonlinear SchroVlinger equation used as an example
that the principal and supplementary spectra are a comp-
lete set of the spectral data determining the potential
uniquely. In our case, these spectra determine the string
configuration to an accuracy of rotations and reparamet-
rizations. Putting it in other words, to determine a(<?)
completely it is necessary to specify the set of variables

9



_» tCc, z) ^o
A , 7^{^У, m= /• • i • I and a ("). The last variable is

connected with the gauge invariance of the problem in the

following way: transformations 4»(a,z) -»* (0(o),z) and a*(o)-»

-» Ф'(о)а(ф(ег)) do not change the spectral data.

Let us sum up what has been said in this Section.The

spectral problem (12) maps the space of configurations

of string into that of spectral data, or, putting it more

precisely, into the space (Ац, уЛо),т, a
2
(ff)). Conside-

ring this set of variables to be new coordinates in phase

space we will be able to solve the problem specified in

Section a.

3. ANGLE-ACTION VARIABLES

The surface Г determined by equation (Л6)' ' plays an

important role in the construction of angle-action vari-

ables. The canonical basis of cycles/**/ (a-p... ^-f

b-,...Ь„^-) can be constructed on this surface. This ba-

sis is such that a^oa.Hb^ob.=0,
 a
i°b.»

 =
 %-j> *

n e
 cycles a^

being chosen in such a way that they should encircle the

complex conjugate points k-
a
. In this case one of the cuts,

the nearest to the imaginary axis is left without the cor-

responding cycle. The specific feature of our spectral

problem compels us to supplement this basis with another

pair, (a
o
, b

o
) where a

o
 is the contour encircling the z=0

point on the first sheet and have not intersect a
i
 and b

i

and b
Q
 is the contour connecting the z=0 points on the

two sheets and intersecting a
o
 only.

Let us consider ±.u*ther a space of meromorphic diffe-

rentials on Г with simple poles on the two sheets over

the z=o point:

-dz
r

)

where o=0,...N-l. The а - periods of these differentials

form the non-degenerate NxN matrix

A-*-.£«••
and therefore the normalized basis &a can be constructed:

10



o*
a
 is used to determine the Abelian mapping of the points

of the supplementary spectrum

2 / V
k=l

With о changing by 2w the points pass along the closed
paths Г.. One may show that Г contain a-cycles only,con-
sequently

а a

where v are integer numbers. As shown in papers'
6
>

7
/ the

Poisson brackets ф ( a) calculated from the initial cano-
nical brackets (10) have the form:

So, Ф
а
(оО may be interpreted as angle-type variables des

cribing the N-zone string configurations. Action-type va-
riables are constructed with the help of the quasimomen-
tum p(z). The study performed in/

7
/ shows that the 1-form

dp(z)
is a third kind differential with simple poles in

z2
the z=0

 o
 points. In this case

/ dp(z)=0.

a*
Determining quantities ^ as

I
 =
 -L. f ̂ P(

g
)

a
 4n±

a Z
2

а
we obtain with the help of the initial brackets (10):

So, the variables Ф
а
, I

a
 are those of angle-action type

for finite-zone configurations of relativistic string.

A formal presentation of T^
+2/r

(z) in the form of the
ordered exponent (13) allows to obtain the asymptotic ex
pansion at the origin^

6
»

7
/

p(z)=z
2
\/Tp+0(z

3
) (mod*), (17)

where S is the string spin vector. From (13) and (17) we
immediately obtain that

o

Then, following the routine technique of reducing to the
Riccati equation, one can obtain'*" from (12) the asymp-
totic expansion of p(z) for z -» ••



p(z)=zM-*O(l),

where

2n
M= - /doVa*

2
(a).

2
 о

This parametrically invariant functional is the string
mass. One can make sure of it by adding to constraints
(11) relativistic-invariant gauges:

a
n
(«0- ̂  =0, (18)
о „

which excluded all the constraints except the mass shell

condition

о
whereof it follows that И is really the string mass.This
variable is not independent and is expressed via the va-
riables of action I

a

l
o
l. (19)

This formula has been derived in' . To conclude this
Section let us discuss the transformative properties of
our new variables. Having used the initial bracket it is
quite easy to get convinced that the variables I

a
 are Lo-

rentz-scalar. So are Ф
а
 ones, except for Ф . The variab-

les also include the unity vector m, which, as can easily
be seen, coincides with the spin direction. One can go

over'*'' from variables ( Ф
о
, v§ > й) to (S, n) such that

n
2
=l, S*n=O. In this case

in i' =0. {n
A
, 1

а
1=Ю.

at а*Ю. So, we have managed to go over from the set a(er)

to the equivalent set of variables (S, n*); (I _, Ф ,a»l...);
а
2
(<т) with the help of the spectral data of problem (12),

the first set of variables commute with the second one.

QUANTIZATION

The whole previous Section has been devoted to confi-
gurations having a finite number of zones in the spectrum
of problem (12). Yet, this constraint is inessential: in

12



paper' *̂ ' there has been constructed the theory of hyper-
elliptic functions for an infinite number of branching
points. Though this paper is devoted primarily to infini-
te-zone solutions of the Korteveg-de Vries equation, its
results are also applicable to our case because when const-
ructing new variables, only the existence of the basis
of homomorphic differentials on the surface with infinite
genus is sufficient for us. So, as a result of generali-
zation for the case of an infinite spectrum we get an in-
finite set of variables I

a
, Ф

а
, a=l,... . It is conveni-

ent to redetermine our variables as follows:

where a
k
 and /S

k
 are such that

a
k

= k
' Pk~ ~

k
"

The angular variables will be introduced accordingly:

к
 а

к' -к Рк
In this case formula (19) is rewritten as

M
2
= 2ff[i/

o
Vs

5
+ 2k(C

k
+C_

k
)].

k>0

k*"
o

For further calculations it is necessary to find the range
of variables C

k
 corresponding to all physical configurati-

ons of string. This has been done in paper/**/ and the
result is as follows. For v

o
=l, all the variables are in

the domain
0 <: C

k
 < «

and for v
Q
 >1

0<C
f e
< oc | к | =1^+1,...,

V
°l k(c

k
4C_

k
)>-[(^-i)v

/
s

5
7 2 k(c

k
+c_

k
)].

k=l k=i/ +1
Consequently, for v =1 the range of action variables is
standard and one can go from C

k
 and *P

k
 over to oscilla-

tor variables a?'

Then one can fix the gauge (18). Here, as is easily seen,
the Dirac brackets of our variables should coincide with
the Poisson ones and all the constraints (11) and (18)
may be considered to be fulfilled in the strong sense, ex-
cept for the mass shell condition:

33



P 2 -M 2«0,
where M is the mass functional expressed via a and S.
Going over to quantum theory consists in the transition
{ J-*i[ ] for the basic variables. In our case, these are
Z , P ,i?,n,a*. Then their quantum analogues have to be
compared with" classical observables such a s M ™ , Should
we replace in the expression for M»v, classical variables
by their corresponding operators then the quantum algebra
of Poincare will clearly be the same as in classical theo-
ry. So, for the case of v• =1 we come to the relativistic
invariant string theory in four-dimensional space. When
going over to quantum theory a. and a" in the operator M 2

should be ordered in a certain way.A choice of the normal
order of the operators a* and a" is accompanied by an
arbitrariness appearing in the c-number term:

M 2 -»:M2: +aQ.

There is also an arbitrariness in the comparison of the

item V S 2 in M 2 with its quantum analogue. By using this
arbitrariness the Regge trajectory can be left linear af-
ter quantization.

It should be stressed here that, as differed from tra-
ditional quantization, nothing caused us to introduce ta-
hyon states into the string spectrum.

The difficulties in constructing quantum theory for
vk >1 are due to the range of variables Ck being nonstan-
dard. In this case they cannot be realized by the opera-
tors of the number of particles any longer, therefore a
more elaborate representation is required. However, it
should be noted that these difficulties have no relation
to the Lorentz properties of the theory.

In conclusion the author would like to express his deep
gratitude to A.V.Razumov and L.D.Soloviev for their valu-
able discussions.
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